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He announced: “Our agricultural products have no mo-
nopoly methods while traditional dealers control the sup-
plying sources and market, on the other side we can easily 
observe the monopoly systems in fertilizers  section. Un-
fortunately huge amount unappropriate and unhygienic 
fertilizers are being distributed, however our state has 
no sustain control; while in other countries these kind of 
harmful fertilizers are forbidden.”

The main cause of investigation declining in agricul-
tural sectors is the state interferences and also demonical 
rules of our banks towards our farmers, gardeners and 
producers.” Dr. Biaabani refered.

Poult- meat production has reached to 7.1 million tones in Tehran
The head of jihad-e-agriculture in Tehran province stated in an interview: “we 

have observed an 2/11% growth, and our producing of poult-meat is near to 7/1 
million tones.

Comparing with last year it has 
developed to 4/26 percent in Tehran 
province. Now we supply 600 tonnes 
daily in this province, it shows a 
growth near to 13/2 percent in  com-
pare of last year”

He said: “In this situation assure-
ly, even if our demand will be doubled, we have no problem for supplying poult-
meat in Tehran province.”

Widely Participation of producers of chemical fertilizer in organic`s 
Exhibiton

In This article the autor criticizes companies who have participated in a fair of 
chemical and organic fertilizers. This is exactly a deceiving action. While pur-
chasing the chemical fertilizers under bio-enviromental regulations is right; on 
the other side, there isn`t appropriate inspection on usage of tertilizers in farms so 
this causes many damages to environment and humans life.
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The rules of private sectors, knights with wooden swords
The editorial in chief of “Damparvaran” is criticizing the non-executed rules in 

agricultural sectors in Iran.
Our parliament has approved many bills for agriculture sections 

from 1309 (1911 A.D) to this year, it has been collected in a book by 
1600 pages which hasn`t been fulfilled yet.

Only the bills which are profitable for the state will be acted. But 
those who are profitable for private sectors never will be fulfilled.

Recently a collection of agricultural bills by name as “Bills for 
profitable system” are approved. It was approved in 1387 (2008 A.D) 
with opposition of many private associations and unions.

Many agricultural unions and societies criticize these bills, for they seems never 
actually will be acted to.

Winning the prize of the first International congress of Electronic 
Banking by Agricultural Bank

The Central Bank of Iran introduced the agricultural 
bank as the higher level bank in Iran.

The first international electronic banking congress 
was celebrated in Millad Tower in Tehran. Dr. M.Talebi, 
the manager director of this bank was the speaker of this 
gathering.

Participating many experts and managers of agriculture 
bank, this prize was awarded for its positive and proper 
activities in electronical banking.

By reporting of public relations of this bank: “It`s essential for our society of 
banking being more familiar with: newest electronical systems, infrastructure of 
electronical banking the longtrem plannings, representing deferent ecomomical 
views related with banking strategies, more training to our managers for higher 
knowledges, determining weaknesses of our electronical banking, strengthen the 
relations of our universities and our banks for utilizing the newest innovations in 
our banking systems”

Criticizing agricultural market strategies
Here Dr. E. Biaabani, as an experienced gardener and pioneer farmer, has men-

tioned to some challenges in agriculture sections.
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